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JFK assassination rucords appeals — Mafia Plots, etc. Harold Weisberg 8/13/79 rdaclan 
The "Ca.itro Kiakback" Theory Ro Pewrals *Previoutly Pro cessed Olas, 
The Hoffa theory 

The Marcello theory 

Plus the House assassins committee(s theoretical inprovenents on theories . 
4nd the CIA theory planted by the FBI 

Appropriately enough for the detail~conscious FBI the first of the attached -- a 
C vas 

records is undated, save that the attachment to it is dated 3/13/67. 

  

I do not represent the attached records as all there arse t have rearranged them 

oe Bn chronological order. (I am also certain that other relevant records are: ‘filed else~ 

4 . where and because of their clear relevante intend this appeal to include ‘al of thane)     
   

    

  

It is also ep,ropriate that the detail-conscious FBI pretends to withhold. ite 

| pource in’ this first retord, 62=109060-4833 but is also careful not to omit. bis. last 
/ponce 

/in the attachment, leaving it inevitable that the House assassins as vel as 1 me   

» 48 Was his Hoffa aconnection. 

: . The coincidence in time with the Gaerkean. matter ought also be obvious.    
Rare: anconiing to an article in the ‘current Atlantic, which cleat 

T
R
A
,
 

  

   ‘ 
an poss 3 It appears not to have informed the Warren Commission, ; 

The- deceased Sam Giancanshnd his equally deceased ey Rosselli were working 

ee for the CIA through Mahe. As a favor to Giancana. Mahou had ‘one of Giiancana's. well 

: known girl friend's poe, tapped. That it established mutual Anfidelity is not..as 

serious as that "The tap vas discovered. by a maid, the detective was arrested a 

   ocal police and MNaheu was told to square it or elses later, in Apri, 19615 with” the 

permission of Colonel Edwards (CIA), Maheu told the DEL «(Tha) enabled the: NE, to. 

  

Peet ; dearn the rough outlines of the plot to kill. Castro.” | 

flere I remind you that I have already provided’ you with a copy of the 4/4/67 

  

ae -DeLoach to Tilson memo which quotes “arvin Watson as having told DeLoach that Presi® : 

dent Johngon "was now convinced that there was a plot in connection with thejaassassina 

tion ssethat the CIA had something to do with this plot.” When Watson asked for more



: 

information DeLoach "reminded Watson that the Director haa sent over to the White 

House some weeks back all tke information in our Possessions +4"(62-109060-5075.« ee. 

4424016 (Ruby) Not Recorded. ) “ one : 

Despite this the Atlantic author, whose source s@ems to have been Denney aks 

wrote "Clearly, Johnson had not known about the. earlier Mafia plotse.." relating to. 

the foregoing. 

The LHM attached to 4833, intended for distribution and not holding all the 

4 information the FBI hadfobtained, includes the allegation thet: its star witness: cgsinst 

| Ubffa, Edward Grady (imnixtey) Partin, had had a Castro connection and the as ; Agtorney 

me “4Piveral Robert Kennedy had qyitef Senate interest in this business. | mao | 

. The Rosen to DeLoach 2/15/67 “iew.62,109060~4500, begins with reference to a 

ae afi 3/67 letter from the Director of the Secret Service dated 2/13/67. If this has been 

‘provided I have missed it. Having Zone over several volumes of files for this. time period 

ad believe it is withheld and appeal this withholding, too. W See 2A 

Rosen states that "during the week of 1+23~67 Drew Pearson was in to see the 
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. Chief Justice," after which Rowley had a discussion with Warren of what Pearson hold 

y : es told him, that Bobby Kennedy was behind ¢ a number of plots against Castro and "that 

p : se _pubgequentay Castro decided to utilize the same procedure to kill President Kennedy » 

P : a : that he hired Oswald to do the joo." See. 2A 

" Pearson laguree was the former FBI ae Baward Piesren Morgan, who .had two 

a clients involved in CIA cat legs plotse 

When Warren decided against seeing Morgan and broke to Rowdey, Howley informad the 

oh . i. FRI. Morgan is on the F8I's "not to contact" list.) . i x es 
; Un wahth« ch “4 . Pak aot The obliteration on page 2, with no claim to crouptton indicated there, ie ap Sy 

The FBI decided to make no investigation. Letters were drafted to the Acting AG 

  

    

  

‘and Rowkey. 

The FBI also decided not to Pens this iaoformation to the Wntte House, it oe 

here, "since this matter does not conern, nor a it pertinent to the present Administrations". 

Director Hoover added his "OK." 

ee



“Purther searching discloses the 1977 referral to the Treasury of a 2/13/67. 

    

» wecord described as from Eowley to FRI on the worksheets. It is 62~1 O9090-NR. 

This referral slip is attached, . ta Er 

“The Paaciganadarsnn dislike of Robert Kennedy is well ieasin and is recorded 

- in FBI files. Pearson wrote a columm to launch the Castro~kiekback theory of the onK 

_ Sosassination sd is reported that the Washington Post did not carry this pertnaige 

ree ¢olum because when Ben Bradlee demanded eee on’ the aliagaee | Pearson did not 

po ‘ 

fploce own SupAy ¢ eliminated the need for outside. dasibtnhees rr refer to and week en 

 



2/1§/67 
There are several copies of ee to Rowley, in several. different files. 

  

* Not Recorded in the Oswald file it is 3 Gaaniask near eh referrals of the approximate 

dates One to the Treasury is of the date of the Rowley letter, The other, ‘ter yas oe 

of two days later or 2/15. ae Bs oh 

Is it being impatient to wonder when there will be action after two yeaxe?. - ! é‘ ug 

What appears to be an identical copy is Not Recorded in 68~109090, the. Connission 

' file. Ip the assassination file, 62109060, it is Serial 45386 Near the forme ete 

  

   

  

‘same Section is a referrgl to the Secret Service of the af 13/aate. 3 

' In this letter the FBI prepared for the Director's signature ‘the Seoret: we ee 

was informed that the FBI was conducting no investigation ae that it would coco 

any information from Yearson, Morgan of Morgan's source, siven in’ the singular. es 

Neither as an addendum to any of these records nor in or added to any oithige’ records: 

el have located is there any reference to any prior FBI knowledge of the cL Mate ‘pike. 

to kill Castro. 

I believe such recodds exist, may be filed SLesthare » are } es ond appeal    
Dede their denial, 

if Frou the records I have located it would appear that with something as sé n sat: onal    
ae oi has no ottige record for more than a’month, until s/ai fit That record, 62-109060. 

ve 4827, begins with a reference to what should mean other PRIHQ records existe. WPO. reports — 

'@ 3/20 phone call from FBIHQ, which led to an interview with Morgan that: evening. The 

: _ report of the interview is attached. VY See 34      
The covering airtel indicates the existence of ‘snathor record, one not provided, thing 

"py the notations added at FBIHW: "DO NOT USE La, REWRITE, USED, ~ SEE ROSEN 70, DBLOACH 

  

MEMO 3/22/67 with letters to WH,AG & Rowley USSS." fu 
This | 

  

can have several meanings but an obvious one is that the Washington Office ; 

provided a LHM that was rewritten gusillmmr for the indicated: diab butiens An obvious’ 

meaning can be that FAIHQ did not inform the President, the attorney General and the 

others of some of the content of the reported results of the Morgan interview, It also   ils a possible intervretation that WFO was told to provide the -attached "blind" memo



  

   

' | 

\inite subsequent searches disclosed a few other records, the time period of no 

records remains essentially accurate. The other records located follow belows 

} 

i 
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memo in substitution for an LHM that then, with an original covering airtel, was : “4 

withdrawn from the files. (Which need not mean all files, only this 62=109060 f41e.) uh 

According to this "blind memorandum" Morgan did not identify his sisteive to the 

FBI at the outset of the interview and it did nbt disclose its prior knowledge to him 

He expressed concern over possible prosecution of his clients "in a crime not related 

| to the asbassination of President Kennedy byt through participation in a crime in 

| which they learned of information pertaining to the President's assassinations" His   ya rosettes of them related to 7. He claimed that he sought to. NERO his 
1% 

        

     

    

na ping from both prosecution om ‘from the publicity that would surely follow." \ 
. a appears fe have said and ame nothing until the sai of the Faprom oc 

Morgan is quoted as saying that if he finds a way to overcome the sige obstacles 

Jc oe yall provide all inform&tion promptly. 
des Act Wie. 8 ip ete ribed 

    
Giancana and Rossellm, not here named, as idubebantial ohahomty* 

-§athout any FBI comment. 

ta saying ae ae and they feared a Garrison=type vay to prosecute "he noted 

“that: ithe charge against them might be conspiracy to A119" 8. eine on whieh. the. statute 

© “Spailigbot rune . 

  

|e iere he yprerred to a Castro plot and referred to unidentified newspaper stories 
“the hvalabje F record rettect het it avordyd hffing Ais eae Por Fie asl a shade 

as having "considerable merit and were on the right tracks’), FR) hid 
That he meant 

He left Little doubt waa the CLA in saying his clients "were called ‘upen by a 

et government agency" in a "project" whose "purpose" was~ the. asagesination of Fidel Castro" | 

ta which "many people” were involvedy including" informants in: ‘key posts. wet Cuba." 

  

Castro learned, made arrests and de@ided that. ‘he too pene engage in bee, ne 

' Yactics," a direct quote from Morgan. NE 

The FBI appears to have asked no questions when Morgan alleged that Castro had 

"dispatched (teams) to the United States for the purpose of assassinating President 

Kennedy.” He attributed this supposed information to "' feed back' furnished by sources



in place diane te Castro," those involved in the initial project. He claimed his 

‘clients could identify "some of the individuals" involved and that two were in | 

New Jersey at that moment. 

“ne ol’ his clierts, "a high type individual of the Vatholic faith" was bothered in 

by his conscience, but his patriotism had ii, “overérode personayf ethical dip 

moral considerations." (This without any qualification was sent to the highest «amu 

people in the Goverdudct - the mafia of ethical and moral scruple. ) 

  

Morgan found it inconceivable that this agency would not have informed the: 

, Warren Commission. He left not doubt, without naming it, that he meant the Cras He 

" certainly also knew oi the feuding between Hoover and the CIA, which was public Imow= . 

ie : ledge. * 

  

    

, PesBite Morgan's references to news accounts they are not separately identified - 

  

w the PRI at this point (if anywhere) and there is no reference to aa whose 

“ Veiciledas had already been communicated to the FBI. Yet ik ia en that directly 

  

i or indirectly and: to the FLI's knowledge Morgan was Pearson's source. 7 

‘Serial 4832, the 3/22/67 Director to AG memo, refergS to this matter only elliptically, ° 

sa ‘not by subject matter but by citations, as.of Hoover's’ 2/15 letter enclosing Rowkey's. 

  

Ihe attachment, "information furnished by the Central Intelligence Agency ona . | “e : 

  

4, . strictly configentiel *need-to-know' basis," is withheld. The. FBI Letteyalso, also 

says of it that: at is "the, same informationseesefurnished to at in my. LeOe of. Hach 

2 6 71967, " also sent to the Wste House and Secret Service. 
- d moeraens of Graencang and lasselly 
By now, partecularly afters a and the Congress onal investigations,      

s bins appears to be no reason for believing that any of the withheld information is 

  

not within the public domain. 

oe yet ed 
: S ee 
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8/26/79 ne 
The historical iportance of allegations of Cla plots cannot be exaggerated. Me 

historical importance of the CIA plotting with the mafia Likewise is of great: histori 

oal importance. Both areas are of great importance in letting the people know oe ‘thedr. 

executive agencies doe When these are combined with allegations of their involwenent | 

in the assassination of a President, there ought be no question about their signifi= 

cance. When an addition these are part of records determined by the _Attomey General. . 

to be of exceptional historical importance and the Department represents there is to. 

be full disclosure, at the very least the relevant records ought to be available + = 

_ Particularly when there is every reason to believe that the FRI had a file of them, 

ay subject, without which it would have extraordinary ‘difficulty in any retwiavad 

of ain own inforuation.     
a u He is not ‘Possible ios locate all relevant records and there is every reason #0. 

‘, etiave they exigt, unether or not filed in one of the files the PBI elected to, nelease. ed 

2 . if disclosure by aubjoct required that the FBI do cee as I beitieve, At ges 

  

    on follows cowes from ‘the days of dearching Seceagi the records provideds 

By With regard to Serial 4827, the foskatewte state that six pages were disclosed to 
, WEO 

me. Counting the covering/airtel I reiieived only five, with no claim to exemptions 

  

However, the Dallas records disclose that for the same date there is a FO. a_emmi,



LHM, not blind memo, of wight pagese 

This and other records refer to the 3/22/67 Rosen to DeLoach MEMO » 62-109060-4984.. 

. The worksheet discloses it is of six pages and was referred to the CIA two years Age 

This is to say that it remains withheld. 

The enclosure with the letter to tho Attorney General of 3/22/67, is not attached. _ 

(4832) If the obliterations are of classification indications, the E.0. was not 

followed in declassification. This apicars to be the 3/17/67 DeLoach memo that was 

referred to DOJ two years ago, 4917, referral slip attachede Does DOJ have a ane 

that is of more than two years? 
= attached, 

"there is another referral slip for the same Be »ya Hoover letter to Rowley of 
. 

tid. pages, both vweferrved to the CIA. This record is referred to in 4838s 

  

Attached 62—109060—1.839 also refers to an LH covering the Morgan interview, 

Serial “ape is the cowpanion of 4832, only it is to the White House. It also does 

not have the enclosure attached. The same situation exists with regard to dedlassifications 

. The note added refers to two still withheld records. 
as The attached referral PHP Tor 4984, of two records totalling six pages, yr 

elevont, 
‘Wim relevant. There is roagien to believe that the referral to DOJ of 6097 may’ 

  

: (abtacnoa) ve , 
i wm Dallasy 
MN ‘eee The B-page wre cL referred to above, is 89—43—_{6203, worksheet attached. It Claims 

"previously processed” but Ihave no such record so it. Was ahd previously processed and 

-instead is and Was withheld. 

  

Wngiber or not the IKI had anything to do wbth the ‘Lanlcing through Yorgany, and I: 

  

have indipated its, dislike for him and his own possible notives in initiating, the. dealcing, 

the consequences ace Lora fully with the FBI's convincing President: Joimoon of the. Cla's 

involvement in the asseasination of President Kennedy, a record I have already prowided. tee 

art’ 3 ur beginning this interrupted appeal I had a response from a press source known eS 

to me to have been the ponetiodnyror fine more significant leaks of the period in qu’ éstione 

| With regard to the FBI's mowledge of the Maheu operation as it relates to Giancana, which



I refer to at the beginning, he informed me "I recall some wild yarns about what the 

FLI spotted P. McG. and Homo doing, but never knew if they are true. I got. Magi com 

the PBI but they were too lewd to print." 

These mafia plot algegations include Carlos Marcello, David Ferrie and imy Hoffa. 

Several records holding such references were found during our search. They are attachods. 

In 62109090 lot Recorded, Director to AG, 2/26(2)61, which appears’ to be the same 

as 62-109060-4521, Ferrie is connected with Marcello with sash: leas exit tness ‘than 

.. Was possible, no doubt because the long minds at FBIHQ recalled clearly endugh the: 

  

‘same oversight during the early days of the JFK investigation, The AG is told nothings 

‘he note is allbiguous «in saying only that "Ferrie was involved in investigation of 

¢ os farcello."” ‘af 
i if this means in the FBI's investigation, tYose records are withheld. They are 

    

   

  

La plevant and I appeal the withholding. 

inothen polly is that the note refers to Ferrie! '8 roles He had been levaatd= 

 , ator for one of Harcello's attorneys, Ge Wray Gill, and he was hired by Gill to work 

On the Narcello case with the approval of Jack Wasserman. Ferrie's investigation 

  

‘appears to have been of yee to the Marcello defense, which prevailed at that: tine. 

The FBI has two Letters by Ferrie, illegally obtained. by the NO. police, as the Say 

note also states. Their denial also is appealed. (I filed a “separate Taanest tor all 

  

Ferric iatommation years ago. Much later there was partial compliance. ) 

| Inconsistently the FBI does not withhold the name of I, Irving Davidson in 62109060 ae     45%. Nor we At in 5001 or the attached LHM, The subject sooth of the tiokder is 
   

not’ ‘given but its location ise (Fhe 3/17/67 WEO LEM refexred to is Serial 4855.) 

Serial 45a indicates where the stolen Ferrie letters are. filed. qe also nai 

gates that this record is a Ferrie record what was not included in what was ‘sent ‘to 

  

“the Commissions The letters were sent to FHIEQ during the - 1% investigation, 5/2/64. 

That covering memo does not appear to be in any records provided to me.



While the files disclosed may hold other references, especially from what follows relating 

to the alleged !% areellgplot, the form of release defies ready access to such records. 

According to the lisCA records copies of which I sent you DeLoach also wrote 

wemos on this beginning not later than May 1967 (page 77). | ; 

At tids point an dut/acaws if not informant igidentified by names His. ‘subsequent 

unhappiness is reported in “the pa paperse (Eq wwrd Becker) Ee e “t ‘ . 

This DeLogch memo retlects that identification of Rosselli as Morgan's oltent Was 

i then wi hia the public domain. (page 78) 

  

That the Ful interviewed Morgan at White House request does not appear’ 4 - 

record I recall and | have examined the records of that periods (page 78) ‘ i 

That none of the seperti hold indication of having reached the Director Appears 

5 strange, given tho trivia that he annotated and did reach hie Howver, ESCA, states 

, that a'6/5/67 record did reach him. 

  

The HSCA section dealing with alleged Cuban intolvement, attached pps. BOm6 

other 
> refers to other FLT recordse It also disclosas s EI knowledge of plete See “astbo 

    

            

4 prior to interviewing Morgan, records still withheld. 

‘2 In this section I believe you will find that records withheld from mé are quoted 

ss adgyetly by HSCA but the PBI.did no t, subsequent to agreeing to this afivide we. with coplase' ip 

  

WFO ya 
Among there are rucords relating to de Wetting of the. agents, whe: interviewed as 

Morgans. According to tho, testimony oi these agents and the FRING supervisor they had 

not been briefed on the CIA's plots against Gastro, so that would not appear: to be     . the cause of the withholding of the LHM after it was preparedy. or, ‘Of. classifications 

   


